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Abstract 
_________________________________________________________________ 
For several centuries, the dichotomy between science and religion widened, so much 
so that these were considered two opposing fields of knowledge. On one side, stood 
the defenders of rationality, and on the other, obscurantism. Following the anti-Jew 
myth, with the Enlightenment, the anti-Jesuit myth emerged. This myth started to 
gain momentum in Portugal with the Marquis of Pombal. Starting from this 
framework, we raise the following core questions: Were the Jesuits enemies or 
ardent supporters of science? Can it be that their concern was limited to the religious 
catechism, and opposed the teaching and dissemination of science? In face of what 
was stated above, we highlight the following goals: (i) to analyse the role played by 
the Jesuits in disseminating science in Portugal; (ii) to reflect on the importance 
given by Jesuits to the social and hygienist pedagogy. As regards methodology, we 
followed two dimensions of analysis: (1) science, religion, teaching-innovation and 
dissemination; (2) social and civic pedagogy. This study enabled us to conclude that 
the strategy and practice followed by the Jesuits served to launch them in the 
scientific field, playing a part of great relevance in scientific education, contrary to 
the myth that was created around them. 
____________________________________________________ 
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Resumen 
_________________________________________________________________ 
Durante varios siglos, la dicotomía entre ciencia y religión se amplió, tanto para que 
estos se consideraran dos áreas opuestas del conocimiento. Por un lado, los 
defensores de la racionalidad y en el otro, oscurantismo. Los jesuitas fueron 
asociados con el espíritu de la anticiencia. Este mito comenzó a ganar ímpetu en 
Portugal con el Marqués de Pombal. Planteamos las siguientes preguntas: ¿Eran los 
jesuitas los enemigos o partidarios ardientes de la ciencia? ¿Es posible que su 
preocupación se limitó al Catecismo religioso y se opuso a la divulgación de la 
ciencia? Destacamos los siguientes objetivos: (i) analizar el papel desempeñado por 
los jesuitas en la difusión de la ciencia en Portugal; (ii) reflexionar sobre la 
importancia dada por los jesuitas a la pedagogía social e higienista. Las fuentes de 
este estudio son: (i) las constituciones de la compañía de Jesús; (iii) el Ratio 
Studiorum; (iv) la Sphaera Mundi. manuscritos científicos (Escuela de Santo 
Antão); (vi) la escuela de Campolide (1873-1898). En cuanto a metodología, hemos 
seguido dos dimensiones de análisis 1) innovación docente, ciencia Y religión; 2) 
pedagogía social y cívica. Este estudio nos permitió concluir que los jesuitas 
desempeñando un papel de gran relevancia en la educación científica. 
_______________________________________________________________ 
Palabras clave: Jesuitas, ciencia, religión, pedagogía social 
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he Jesuitism created  in Portuguese society after the Pombaline 
Consulate a great controversy. According to Franco (2000), 
following the myth of the Jews, there emerged, with the 
Enlightenment, another, even more negative, myth, the myth of the Jesuits. 
In Portugal, the great architect of the anti-Jesuit myth was the Marquis of 
Pombal. It corresponded to a centralization process of the absolutist state, 
keeping the control of education, which belonged to the Society of Jesus. 
  
The Jesuit myth fantasmatic figure of absolute power, formidable and 
fascinating, and, above all, of a political nature: they belong, in this 
sense, to the modern world; he dwells inseparable from the emerging 
forms of politics, of freedom (...), he constitutes the obstacle, the 
negative of a lay power (Leroy, 1992, pp 6-7).  
 
This myth had such a lasting negative impact in the Portuguese society 
that even today they are seen by many as responsible for obscurantism and 
as enemies of science. As Botelho illustrates (1881, p. 5): 
 
they accuse the Jesuits of committing all kinds of crimes, from 
larceny to murder, of plotting in the darkness against freedom, of 
turning credulous spirits into fanatics, terrorizing them with the 
ridiculous paintings of Hell and of the dreadful punishments of 
eternity; of teaching the beliefs, thus preparing the youthful spirits 
for their future work of destruction; of abusing the trust that in the 
naive their hypocritical humbleness inspires, to, one day, raise the 
strength, light up the fire and douse in blood the martyrs of this land 
of liberals. 
 
This results in an extremely negative and demonizing image, so much so 
that all that is negative is pointed out as the result of the Jesuits’ wicked 
action. Diderot in the Encyclopédie dedicates an entry to them:  
 
What is a Jesuit? Is it a lay priest? Is it a regular priest? Is it a layman? 
Is it a clergyman? Is it a community man? Is it a monk? It is 
something of all this, but it is not this at all (…) They preach the 
subjects an obedience without reservation for their sovereigns; to the 
kings, the independence of the laws and a blind obedience to the pope; 
T 
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they grant the pope infallibility and universal domination, so that, 
masters of a soul they are masters of everything (…) it is an unruly 
and dangerous troop (Encyclopédie, ou dictionnaire raisonné des 
sciences, des arts et des métiers).  
 
This figuration comprehends all that is malevolent, and the attack on and 
annihilation of the Jesuits in the eighteenth century constitutes the 
expurgation of all the evils that befell Portugal: the education lag, the 
science lag. In this sense, therefore, myths were constructed which served to 
project a backward image, the main cause of the country’s decadence, when 
compared with other countries in Europe and in the rest of the world. The 
relation, also attributed to them, with the Inquisition – which in the end was 
created almost at the same time (the Society of Jesus was constituted in 
1534, and the Inquisition in 1536) – fuelled even further their negative 
representation as blockage of transforming forces. This relation was 
established in the so-called conspiracy project which the Marquis of Pombal 
was adept at capitalizing. Besides, the anti-Jesuit myth is considered to be 
the major driving force behind the perversions of the Holy Office. 
Thus, the Society of Jesus, which was established in Portugal in 1540 
(having been founded in 1534 by Ignatius of Loyola) had an important 
intervention in Science and in Culture, in the Portuguese territory, as well as 
in the Portuguese empire, for a long time. This action was carried out up to 
the extinction ordered by the Marquis of Pombal, in 1759. Even today, we 
are influenced by the image of discredit the Pombaline reforms earned the 
Society of Jesus, which is often said to be mainly responsible for scientific 
backwardness and obscurantism. That was the main motive for the three 
expulsions from the Portuguese territory.   
Starting from this framework, we raise the following core questions to our 
study: 
- Were the Jesuits enemies or ardent supporters of science? 
- Can it be that their concern was limited to the religious catechism and 
opposed the teaching and dissemination of science? 
Starting from what was discussed above, the goals of this paper are: (i) to 
analyse the role played by the Jesuits in the teaching and dissemination of 
science in Portugal (ii) to interpret the echo that Jesuitism generated in the 
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Portuguese intelligentsia of the nineteenth century, and (iii) to reflect on the 
importance given by the Jesuits to social and hygienic pedagogy.  
As sources of our work, we have selected: (i) Booklets e essays by the 
nineteenth century Portuguese intelligentsia; (ii) The Constitutions of the 
Society of Jesus; (iii) The Ratio Studiorum; (iv) The Sphaera Mundi. 
Science in the Class on the Sphere, scientific manuscripts of the College of 
Santo Antão; (v) The moral and religious education in the Colleges of the 
Jesuits (1913); (vi) the College of Campolide: 1873-1898.  
Regarding methodology, we followed two major dimensions of analysis 
and interpretation: 1st - science, religion, teaching-innovation and 
dissemination; 2nd - social and civic pedagogy, organization of teaching, 
expansion and the new salvation. 
 
The Jesuits as one of the Causes of the Decadence of Portugal 
 
It is in this sense, Franco & Tavares (2012, p. 107) argue, that the Pombaline 
reforms were undertaken with the flag and the idea of exorcizing decadence, 
aiming to make the cleansing of the Jesuitical bad influence. It was the 
image of this heroic act that the Marquis of Pombal wanted to project: to 
reclaim Portugal from the inventor of the malignity devised and continued 
by the Jesuits. Actually, this topic continued to be extensively discussed in 
the Democratic Conferences of the Lisbon Casino by the 70s Generation. 
Antero de Quental, in his Conference on The Cause of the Decadence of the 
Peninsular Peoples, states as factors of that decline, absolutism, the 
conquests, and what he calls “baleful Jesuitical moral (Reis, 1990, p.62). 
Along the same line as Antero, also Oliveira Martins, in his work History of 
the Iberian Civilization, considers Jesuitism one of the elements in a triad 
responsible for the backwardness of the Peninsular peoples: “Should we 
wish to summarize in few words the causes of the disorganization of the 
peninsular society, we will find three which will provide us with the key to 
the problem: individualism, Jesuitism and the conquests”. (1918, p. 26). 
Ramalho Ortigão and Eça de Queirós, too, share a similar view. In Echoes 
from Paris, Eça wrote: “Jesuits, all about them is unpleasant to me (...). Their 
sinister and scheming organization (...) assimilates the Society to a theocratic 
Carbonarism (Queirós, 1905, pp. 27-28). Even before that, at the start of the 
1920s liberalism, Carvalho, in his Ensaio Histórico-Político, dated 1830, 
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goes as far as to make them responsible for the disaster of Alcácer-Quibir 
when he mentions the priest Luís da Câmara, King Sebastian’s tutor, who, 
with “his pernicious lessons prepared him for the Catastrophe” (Freire, 1855, 
p. 58). Also in the field of scientific knowledge, the Jesuits were named as 
primarily responsible for the backwardness of science in Portugal. Miguel 
Bombarda (1900), in his fierce attack of Jesuitism, arising from his positivist 
view, declared that science and religion were incompatible. In a Portugal 
dominated by the positivist vision of Auguste Comte (1798-1857), the 
argument used by the Portuguese Republican Party (PRP) for banning the 
religious orders on 8th October 1910 was also that Jesuits1 were the greatest 
hurdle to scientific progress in Portugal (Romeiras & Leitão, 2012). 
Nevertheless, in the history of science in Portugal, so Fiolhais (2013) tells 
us, we find periods of light and shadow. The period of shadow which goes 
from the end of the sixteenth and early seventeenth century, corresponding 
to the Iberian Union, was attenuated by the intervention of the Jesuits. In this 
dynamics between the periods of creation/production and the periods of 
glare/inhibition, one must allocate an important role to the Jesuits due to the 
brilliance that they were able to give the production-dissemination of science 
in Portugal. The Jesuits’ action was decisive for the reception of what the 
vanguard of scientists was producing (Fiolhais, 2013). As we know, it was 
indeed in Portugal that the first Jesuit colleges in the world were established 
– the College of Jesus and that of the Arts in Coimbra, the College of Santo 
Antão in Lisbon, and the College of the Holy Spirit, in Évora (seat of the 
Jesuit university for two centuries)2. The Jesuits played an ambivalent role. 
They were important for the action they took in the reception of scientific 
knowledge, and, on the other hand, they also played a prominent role in the 
globalization of scientific knowledge. In fact, the high cultural level of the 
Jesuits earned them a significant place in the whole European expansion of 
the time, to the extent of being considered a State within the State (Carita, 
1987, p. 45). 
If knowledge generates power, as Foucault argues, their domination of 
the world is related to their knowledge of the world. Not only did they 
exchange ideas but also other knowledge. Still according to Fiolhais (2013, 
p. 60), the Jesuits brought the scientific revolution to Portugal and to the 
world.  
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The Jesuits and Scientific Dissemination 
 
Christianity burst forth as an absolute novelty in the context of the ancient 
world (Marias, 2000: x). Christianity began in the fulness of time. As Marias 
argues, it is necessary to see what was missing for Christianity to emerge. 
According to Bobineau & Tank-Storper (2007), a society is not formed 
merely by a group of individuals, a territory, by the things they serve and the 
movements they make. First and foremost, a society is formed by the idea it 
makes of itself. In this sense, we can name religion as a collective hypostatic 
force (moral forces), constituted by the ideas and feelings that society 
awakens in us. These authors tell us that ““Religion proposes a higher 
principle of social cohesion, bringing together living beings around a moral 
community so that they can live in harmony”(Bobineau & Tank-Storper, 
2007, pp. 22-23). Maybe for this reason one can assert that there is no 
society without religion. Between one and the other, this reciprocal relation 
is established: society depends on religion and religion depends on society. 
To Veyne (2009), one of the decisive events of western history, and even 
of the world history, took place in the Roman empire in 312. It was in this 
year that one of the most unforeseeable events happened: Constantine, one 
of the four co-emperors who shared the rule of the empire, converted to 
Christianity, which was considered one of the boldest acts carried out by an 
autocrat. So much, so that in the sixth century, the empire was to be almost 
entirely peopled only by Christians. With his conversion, Constantine 
thought he could participate in a supernatural epic saga, he himself taking on 
the lead for the salvation of humanity. By becoming Christian, the Roman 
throne enabled the Church to become a power. Without Constantine’s 
conversion, history would have been different. However, Constantine (and 
his successors) do not impose by the force of the new faith. Constantine was 
intelligent, since he used persuasion rather than persecution, punishment and 
exclusion. The fact that each person is free to make their own conversion 
allowed pagans not to rebel against the Emperor and against Christianity. 
This religion of love created a magnetic field, giving life a sublime sense. 
The vast empire, which was the centre of the world, would become the 
Christian empire. It was in that created magnetic field that life was being 
processed. It was that magnetic field that enabled, in a specific context, the 
emergence of the Jesuits, a little all over the world and, particularly, in 
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Portugal. The members of the Society of Jesus who participated in the 
Portuguese expansion converted the native populations to the Catholic 
religion but, at the same time, studied the language, the fauna and the flora 
as well as the customs of those populations. As Romeiras (2015, p. 13) 
elaborates: “The Society of Jesus was, probably, the most controversial 
religious order of modern history, but studying it proves to be crucial to 
understanding the history of science in the sixteenth, seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries”. 
We should note that at a time when science had no expression, not only 
in Portugal but also all over Europe, the Jesuits already devoted themselves 
to experimental science, making a record of sunspots, calibrating pendula, 
making notes of the time bodies took to fall. Besides, they featured 
prominently in the fields of mechanics, geometry, optics, magnetism and 
cartography. Seismology was known for some time as the “Jesuitical 
Science”. In this regard, Ferreira (2012), Leitão (2003, 2008a) and Romeiras 
(2014) present a group of Jesuits who played a crucial role in the 
development and dissemination of science. Among others, we should 
highlight the following (Vd Table 1) 
 
Table 1 
Jesuits who played a crucial role in the development and dissemination of science 
 
Name Role in the development and dissemination of science 
José de 
Anchieta  
1533–1597)  
He devoted himself to the study of the Tupi language, its fauna 
and flora – especially the medicinal plants of Brazil; 
Christopher 
Clavius 
 (1538–1612)  
He was an important mathematician who introduced decimal 
notation, parentheses in algebraic expressions, and was one of 
the forerunners of logarithms, introducing the Vernier scale. We 
also owe him the replacement of the old Julian calendar for the 
Gregorian, as he discovered that there was a 664-second 
difference between what should be a year – determined by the 
Earth’s movement around the Sun – and what was established 
by the Julian calendar 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
Jesuits who played a crucial role in the development and dissemination of science 
 
Name Role in the development and dissemination of science 
José de Acosta 
(1540–1600)  
He is a pioneer in geophysics, recorded weather phenomena 
(earthquakes, tides, volcanoes,...) and studied the diseases 
caused by the Andes’ altitude, one of which would come to be 
known as “Acosta’s disease 
 
Christopher 
Scheiner 
 (1575–1650) 
He was an important mathematician, physicist and astronomer 
who even engaged in controversy with Kepler and also with 
Galileo, eminent scientific references at the time 
 
Grégoire de 
Saint-Vincent  
(1584–1667)  
He is renowned mathematician, considered one of the founders 
of Analytic Geometry. He founded the famous School of 
Mathematics in Antwerp; 
 
Athanasius 
Kircher (1602-
1680)  
He worked in several areas of the sciences (mathematics, 
astronomy, acoustics, chemistry, microscopy and medicine), 
participating in the scientific development of his time. Founder 
of Egyptology, he was one of the first to use the microscope to 
observe microbes 
 
Bartholomew 
de Gusmão 
 (1685-1724)  
He is celebrated professor of physics and mathematics became 
known as the “Flying Priest” for the experiments he conducted 
at the Court in Lisbon with a small airship called “passarola” 
 
Pierre Teilhard 
de Chardin 
 (1881–1955)  
 
 
He is one of the most renowned of Jesuit scientists. He devoted 
himself to palaeontology, geology and anthropology and also to 
the study of the evolution of the universe from its origin to the 
advent of man; Oliveira Pinto (1868-1933) was one of the 
founders of the Portuguese Society of Natural Sciences (1907), 
member of several scientific societies, ran the Sciences Section 
of the Scientific and Literary Academy of Most Holy 
Immaculate Mary between 1904 and 1910, and wrote a number 
of articles for the scientific journal Brotéria. He published 
original results on radiology and ionization. 
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The Class on the Sphere: a Pioneer in Scientific Dissemination in 
Portugal 
 
The Society of Jesus was founded in 1534 in a cultural setting where modern 
science began to flourish and develop. It is important to understand how 
certain contexts are constituted in their relations and mutual interactions. In 
1543, Copernicus’s work is published, establishing for the first time the 
heliocentric astronomic system. In 1609, Kepler publishes his Astronomia 
Nova. In 1610 and 1630 Discourse and The Dialogues by Galileo emerged. 
In 1637, Descartes publishes his Discourse on the Method. In 1687, Newton 
published Principia Mathematica and in 1704 his work Opticks. In these 
works, these scholars definitely abandoned the principles of medieval 
science anchored in the theocentric system and in Aristotelean Physics. 
These are the works and these are the authors which inaugurate the 
foundations of modern science by defending the scientific method based on 
experimentation, observation and on the mathematical principles. 
The Jesuit scientists maintained relations and contacts with the most 
important figures of modern science, such as Galileo, Kepler, Descartes and 
Newton. Descartes himself, who studied at the Jesuit college of La Flèche 
for eight years, always praised Jesuitical pedagogy, namely the teaching of 
mathematics, to the extent that in 1638 he wrote to a friend – who was 
looking for a school for his own son – telling him: ““nowhere else does one 
study better than in the Jesuits’ Colleges. I must pay this tribute to my 
masters, saying that there is no place in the world where mathematics is 
better taught than at the college of La Flèche” (Oñate Guillen, 1999, p. 695).  
This interest in the sciences is embodied in the Ratio Studiorum (1599), 
the document that standardized the Jesuitical pedagogy. Christopher Clavius 
(1537-1612), who contributed to the drafting of the Ratio Studiorum, 
insisted that in the curriculum the same importance be given to sciences as to 
the other disciplines (Udías Vallina, 2000, pp. 207-208). And Clavius tried 
to foster the teaching of Mathematics within the Society, embarking on an 
epistemological defence of this discipline in his pedagogy works, and 
fighting for the establishment of an academy devoted to its teaching in the 
renowned Roman College of Italy (Mota, 2008). Thus, side by side with the 
teaching of Humanities, among which Philosophy and Theology featured 
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prominently, the natural sciences and mathematics were taught (Romeiras & 
Leitão, 2012).  
In view of this scenario, suitable for the development of the sciences, as 
acknowledged by Thuiller (1988), although they did not invent modern 
science, the scientific Jesuits contributed to its development by the 
importance they gave the teaching of mathematics, observation and 
experimentation. In this same sense, emphasises Udías Vallina (2000, p. 
208): 
 
the Jesuits of that time understood that their presence and work in the 
field of the new sciences were greatly necessary as part of their 
apostolic work, and even now they still consider it to be one of the 
Society’s most important ministries. 
 
The scientific development of the Jesuits – already covered by Rodrigues 
(1938-1950), Albuquerque (1994, 1972), Carvalho (1986) and more recently 
by such researchers as Leitão (2008), Mota (2008), Gessner (2008), 
Romeiras (2015), among others – became apparent when, in 1553, they 
founded the College of Santo Antão, where they excelled in the teaching of 
the Sciences, in the famous and celebrated Class on the Sphere.  
In the College of Santo Antão, which started in an old convent in Lisbon in 
the Mouraria district, classes were taught especially of Latin, Greek, 
Rethoric, moral and religious topics. From 1555, Francisco Rodrigues began 
to teach classes on the Sphere and it is these classes that lay at the root of the 
future Class on the Sphere (Leitão, 2008, p. 20). The origin of the name 
Class on the Sphere is certainly related with the countless Treatises on the 
Sphere composed in the Middle Ages, especially the Treatise on the Sphere 
by João Sacrobosco, which dated back to the thirteenth century. In these 
treatises notions of Cosmography and Astronomy were set forth, topics 
which were known at the time as Sphere.  
Teaching in the Class on the Sphere was aimed simultaneously at future 
specialized missionaries and at a lay audience; there were also classes 
focused on practical matters (navigation, land-surveying, fortification, war 
machines) and these topics were taught in Portuguese. The Class on the 
Sphere was graced by eminent teachers of the European science of the 
seventeenth century: Christoph Grienberger (1564-1636), Cristoforo Borri 
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(1583-1632), Paolo Lembo (1570-1618). And was also graced with the most 
renowned national men of science: João Delgado (1553-1612), Francisco da 
Costa (1567-1604), Luis Gonzaga (1667-1714), Manuel de Campos (1681-
1758), Inácio Vieira (1678-1739), among others. Some of the students of the 
Class on the Sphere would later become figures of great repute in various 
scientific fields: the cosmographer and chief-engineer of the realm Luís 
Serrão Pimentel (1613-1679), the chief-cosmographer Manuel Pimentel 
(1650-1719) and the reader of Engineering, Francisco Pimentel (1652-1706) 
among others (Leitão, 2008, p. 19).  
The scientific topics covered in this Class were much broader. In it, 
geometry, algebra, flat and spherical trigonometry, logarithms, seamanship, 
optics, perspective, scenography, the nomenclature of the celestial bodies, 
various techniques of Architecture and military Engineering, construction of 
simple machines and scientific instruments.  
The appreciation of Astronomy in the Class on the Sphere was mostly 
due to the experiments carried out in the astronomical Observatory of Santo 
Antão, where Jesuits, such as Luis Gonzaga, Bocarro, Carbone, Borri, Teles, 
Soares and others, worked and made known abroad the observations made in 
Portugal. Important matters like the telescope and the observations its use 
allowed and the discussions on the cosmological ordering of the world has 
relevant room in the mentioned Class. And Astrology was also addressed, a 
field which nowadays is not considered a scientific discipline. It is 
worthwhile to make a brief digression here to say that some of the famous 
astronomers like Kepler devoted themselves to astrology to increase their 
meagre earnings. Kepler was appointed teacher of Mathematics and 
Astronomy at the University of Graz. That place was, as far as pay goes, 
mediocre. Besides teaching, every year Kepler had to prepare an almanac 
and in it he included predictions which sometimes turned out to be accurate. 
This gave him the possibility of earning money, writing horoscopes for 
magnates who believed in him as an astrologer. The little faith Kepler 
himself had in these horoscopes is reflected in some of his sayings that are 
uttered even today “Mother Astronomy would die of hunger if sister 
Astrology did not earn the bread” (Caspar, 1948, p. 212). 
The Class on the Sphere had the support of the Cardinal Henry, who 
ensured it an annual income from King Sebastian, his nephew. This income, 
however, came with a condition: that the class of mathematics would be 
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taught in the College. The imposition of this discipline was due to the 
Court’s knowledge of the deficiency in the teaching of mathematics, be it at 
the University of Coimbra, after the jubilation of Pedro Nunes in 1564, or in 
the Class of the chief-cosmographer in Lisbon. During the circa 170 years it 
operated, the Class on the Sphere was the most important education 
institution of scientific practice in Portugal. It was a training centre for 
scientific specialists and technicians, which the country lacked. And it was 
the starting point and the organization centre for some of the most important 
scientific ventures of the time (Leitão, 2008, p.19-21).  
The role given by the Jesuit masters to the method of the new science 
(observation, experimentation...) was relevant. Take the Preface to the 
Reader that the Jesuit priest Inácio Monteiro (1724-1812) – teacher in 
several Portuguese Jesuit colleges and, later, after their expulsion from 
Portugal by the Marquis of Pombal, at the University of Ferrara in Italy – 
writes in his work Philosophia Libera seu Eclectica Rationalis et Mechanica 
Sensuum:  
 
Already from the beginning, but especially from Descartes to the 
present time, [Natural] Philosophy has undergone many and varied 
vicissitudes (…) Within this variety of preferences, there are some 
who defend Aristotle, other who prefer, to Aristotle, Epicure, prince of 
atomists. (…) others turn Descartes into the sole object of their 
delight, electing him as philosophical guide. On the other hand, 
Newton, (…) snatched a large number of fans from him and, even, a 
whole nation; and there were some, like Leibniz, who waged war on 
Newton, founding a new school. (…). The only Philosophy that I 
nurture with love and pleasure is the one you will find, dear reader, in 
these lessons. We shall employ solely observation, experience, reason, 
calculus, to the extent that such difficult and obscure matters will 
allow it; it is with such elements that we shall construct our Physics. 
All that which in Aristotle, Epicure, Gassendi, Descartes, Newton, 
Leibniz seem to me to be in accordance with this, I admit it as true, 
but everything which in these, as in other philosophers, goes against 
such criterion, I reject entirely, whatever the name that subscribes it” 
(Revista Portuguesa de Filosofia, vol. XXIX, fasc. 3, 1973, pp.57-59). 
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The transcription seems to us to be paradigmatic of what the methods of 
modern science meant for the scientists Jesuit masters, and also translates the 
knowledge of the more renowned philosophers and scientists of their time. 
The Class on the Sphere opened up a forum for the scientific debates of the 
time. “It is not possible to accept the historiographic interpretation that for so 
long considered the Jesuits in Portugal as hindrances to knowing scientific 
novelties since the documental evidence – namely the manuscripts on the 
Class on the Sphere in Portugal’s National Library – undeniably shows that 
they were the first (and apparently the only ones) to be interested in the 
dissemination and study of these matters in our country (Leitão, 2008, p. 
44). It is in this sense that one understands, in the Class on the Sphere, the 
cosmological debate derived from the telescopic discoveries made by 
Galileo (1564-1642) which questioned the traditional Aristotelian-Ptolemaic 
view of the cosmos. The Class on the Sphere had a close relation with the 
Academy of Mathematics of the Roman College, in Italy, and, in this way, 
Galileo’s astronomic observations were known and discussed in Portugal. 
The Jesuit Paolo Lombo taught in the College of Santo Antão in 1615-1617, 
a course whose handwritten class notes show astronomic and mathematical 
diagrams, representations of machines, references to the telescope and a very 
striking epithet to Copernicus dubbed “highly learned male” (Leitão, 2008, 
p. 37). Paolo Lombo explicitly refers to an observation he had made in 
Lisbon with a telescope, which was witnessed by students of the Class on 
the Sphere and other interested people. Other Jesuit mathematicians taught 
in the Class on the Sphere (Ignace Satfford, Simon Fallon…); still, not all 
the Jesuits in Portugal shared and accepted these astronomic novelties and 
these new areas of knowledge (Leitão, 2008, pp. 38-46). Thus, in the 
College of Santo Antão exhibitions on the cosmological debate and 
telescopic observations were made, and in them Ptolemy’s traditional 
geocentric system was discussed, as well as Copernicus’s heliocentric 
system, and Tycho Brahe’s system, also geocentric. The vitality of this 
discussion around astronomy is due to two factors: on the one hand, it is the 
result of the tradition of mathematical and scientific studies of the Society of 
Jesus, especially in the Class on the Sphere; on the other hand, it is the 
consequence of the international structure of the Society of Jesus and the 
vast network of schools it possessed around several countries.  
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The Class on the Sphere also started a debate on the scientific nature of 
the discipline of Mathematics. Within the Society there were Jesuits, 
especially the teachers of Philosophy who denied any scientific value to 
Mathematics, and there were Jesuit mathematicians defending the opposite 
thesis. “The mathematicians of the Class on the Sphere were the only ones 
truly committed to the epistemological defence of this subject in Portugal 
throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (…) producing an 
important counterweight vis-à-vis the dominant anti-mathematical 
epistemology” (Mota, 2008, pp. 45-46). Before the Class on the Sphere, 
mathematics was a subject taught by Philosophers without autonomy, 
elementary, ancillary to understanding some Aristotelian texts, lacking the 
epistemological strength of Physics or Metaphysics” (Mota, 2008, p. 50). 
Thus, and in the face of the lack of unanimity regarding the scientific status 
of Mathematics, this subject began to be taught in two curricular spaces of 
its own; one, within the scope of the Philosophy degree, taught in Latin and 
attended by Jesuit students with a view to better understanding Aristotelian 
texts; another, within the scope of the Class of the Sphere, taught in 
Portuguese and attended, especially by students from outside the Society, 
serving a practical purpose. The Jesuit João Delgado, teacher of 
Mathematics in the Class of the Sphere, claimed that the discipline complied 
with the Aristotelian requirements so as to be considered a perfect science, 
and it is a superior discipline the results of which influence the production of 
theories in other scientific disciplines such as Physics (Mota, 2008). The 
sixteenth- and seventeenth-century debate on the scientific status of 
mathematics is disseminated in Portugal due to the actions of the Jesuits, 
with the Class on the Sphere taking on cardinal importance in the defence of 
the scientific nature of mathematics opposing the anti-mathematical 
arguments of the Jesuit philosophers. 
 
The Social and Hygienic Pedagogy 
 
The Society of Jesus, founded, as we stated above, in 1534, exerted a 
shaping influence not only in the Church but in the social, cultural and 
educational fabric. Although the «office of education» did not constitute an 
initial objective of the Ignatian order, as can be deduced from the statement 
in the Constitutions “neither studies nor lectures”, education was always one 
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of the activities the Society devoted itself to from very early on, as attested 
by the number of Jesuit colleges that were founded (Couto, 2008, p. 10). 
Between 1540 and 1759, the Jesuits established a network of colleges in 
Portugal, and ended up being responsible for the education of about 20,000 
students in a population of 3,000,000 inhabitants. When it started, in 1553, 
the College of Santo Antão (Lisbon) had over 500 students; in 1575 it had 
1,300 students, in 1588 and 1593 these were 2,000. In 1558, the College of 
the Arts (Coimbra) had 1,000 students and in 1594, 2,000. In 1575 in Évora 
they had 1,000 students and in 1592 1,600 students. In 1600, there were 
between 236 and 245 Jesuit colleges scattered in different countries, and this 
number rose to 800 towards the end of the eighteenth century (Rodrigues, 
1950, pp. 168-169). This expansion was impressive for its time, which 
indicates the social demand for the schools of the Society, be it for their new 
educational methods or the innovative solutions which they put forward, or 
even the creation of a new degree in the then academic universe – secondary 
education – an intermediate degree between the schools of reading and 
writing and university. This success was certainly due to the Jesuits’ 
devotion to education, to research and to the sciences, which in under half a 
century elevated the Society of Jesus to the position of dominant religious 
congregation in the field of education. In a few decades, the Jesuits became 
educators of European and Trans European elites, explorers of unknown 
regions, and missionaries who attempted to evangelize and catechize the 
gentiles. In the full golden period of the Discoveries, Portugal was one of the 
first countries to welcome the Ignatian order. King John III – to whom 
Diogo de Gouveia had indicated the existence of a group of clergymen 
capable of converting India – received with great pomp the Navarrese 
Francis Xavier and the Portuguese Simon Rodrigues, sent to Portugal by 
Ignatius of Loyola. The Portuguese monarch provided them with worldwide 
evangelisation and made them workers of the first process of globalization 
when he brought them into contact with faraway peoples and diverse 
cultures (Franco & Fiolhais, 2016). As, since the century of the Discoveries, 
there is a social demand for education, the Jesuits responded to this 
educational social demand and, as time went by, opened more a more 
schools for seminarists and laymen. According to Father Francis Rodrigues 
“The Society of Jesus in Portugal filled the whole seventeenth century” 
(Carvalho, 1986, p. 363).  
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Already in the sixteenth century, the Jesuits tried to respond to the need 
felt by ““pilots, second pilots, masters, boatswains, guardians who had the 
charge of the direction of said voyages” and also by “cartographers, makers 
of nautical instruments and seamen” (Albuquerque, 1972, pp. 25-27). In the 
Class on the Sphere – taking into account, moreover, the very name (Sphere) 
– particular interest is given to the instruments, namely the globes [the 
terrestrial globe, the celestial globe (representing the constellations) and the 
celestial globe (armillary sphere)]. They also refer to sundials of various 
types, an instrument to measure the magnetic variation, several maps, the 
nautical astrolabe, the ordinary astrolabe, the inclined astrolabe, compasses, 
the manufacture and use of the Jacob’s staff, the lodestone, Pedro Nunes’s 
instrument for the eastern or western deviation of the magnetic deviation 
(nordestear and noroestear) (Albuquerque, 1972). 
The importance of so many nautical instruments – which are the material 
manifestation of the public service of scientific knowledge – is due, on the 
one hand, to the intention of perpetuating the European university tradition 
which from the Middle Ages was taught based on the Sphaera Mundi by 
João Sacrobosco except for the quadrivium which belonged to Astronomy. 
And, on the other hand, to the characteristics of an age when specialized 
professional activities are carried out which resort to instruments 
(navigation, land-surveying, war machines, fortification) (Gessner, 2008, p. 
79). In this way, the members of the Society, with their theoretical-practical 
knowledge, responded to the aspirations of a society eager for new 
knowledge to reach the territories of the East and to educate both the élites 
and the ordinary people in an unmistakable social pedagogy. The Jesuits in 
Portugal actually managed about thirty schools which constituted the only 
organic and stable school network in the country. Teaching was free and 
open to all classes. The Jesuits were not only involved in education. They 
also taught the catechism and engaged in the priestly ministries and in 
charity works. They took care of prisoners, visited hospitals, assisted those 
sentenced to death, and helped those in need at times of pestilences and 
calamities. This civic and social pedagogy was reinforced by the written 
meticulous recording they made of the peoples, cultures, habits, languages, 
religions, fauna and flora, a recording disseminated by the network of 
colleges they founded and where the most renowned Jesuit scientists 
regularly taught. The circulation of knowledge and teachers was crucial for 
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the Ignatian order. Unquestionably, the Jesuits, who contributed to the great 
revolution that the Discoveries inaugurated, deservedly earned the epithet of 
builders of globalization (Franco & Fiolhas, 2016).  
As is well known, with the Marquis of Pombal the anti-Jesuitical myth 
which lingered for a long time. After their expulsion in 1834, by Joaquim 
António de Aguiar, within the context of the restauration of liberalism, the 
Jesuits managed to return to Portugal. In 1858, Carlos Rademaker started the 
College of Campolide, having had the collaboration of two other Jesuits, one 
Portuguese and one Spaniard. In the following years, more Jesuits joined 
them, coming mainly from Italy, and a novitiate was set up. In 1863, the 
Portuguese Mission was officially constituted, whose first superior was the 
Italian Priest Francis Xavier Fulconis. Also in 1863, the Jesuits took charge 
of the Orphanage of São Fiel (Martins, 2006) which they turned into a 
College.   
The pedagogical practice of the College of Campolide again 
demonstrates that the Jesuits were pioneers in teaching and scientific 
dissemination in Portugal. And they revealed pedagogic and hygienic 
concerns in the building of colleges, in the organization of school space and 
time and in the structuring of the curriculum, managing to introduce a sense 
of salvation different from the therapy of religious asceticism, abuse and 
mortification of the body. They found a way to reconcile the salvation of the 
soul with the care of the body advocated by science (Brás, 2008; Brás, 
Gonçalves & Robert, 2016). The Jesuitical pedagogic practice integrated in 
Portugal physical education and Swedish gymnastic, earlier than the state 
grammar school, where they would only be introduced in 1905 (Brás & 
Gonçalves, 2009). The Jesuits were also innovative when they attached 
educational value to games, and they played an important role in scientific 
education in Portugal. In 1902, in São Fiel, the journal Brotéria was created, 
which, ran by the College teachers, published research articles namely in the 
fields of botany and zoology.  
 
Conclusions 
 
The Society of Jesus, founded in 1534, exerted a shaping influence not only 
in the Church but in society in general, namely in politics, diplomacy, 
culture and in education. In a few decades, the Jesuits became educators of 
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European élites and missionaries who took the Christian doctrine to faraway 
lands. The network of schools founded by the Jesuits in Lisbon, Coimbra 
and Évora was decisive in the teaching and dissemination of science as well 
as the construction of scientific instruments in Portugal, of which the 
construction of the first telescopes and the beginning of the cosmological 
debate around Galileo are emblematic examples. In the College of Santo 
Antão in Lisbon, the Class on the Sphere operated between 1590 and 1759, a 
forum for learning and scientific debate of such important topics as 
logarithms and the telescope or the Mercator projection. Its longevity (about 
170 years) and diversity of subjects taught (geometry, optics, perspective, 
architecture, navigation and military engineering, among others) were 
considered unique in the teaching of sciences in the Portuguese context. 
These facts are well known today among experts, and they have been 
progressively disseminated to a broader audience (Romeiras & Leitão, 
2012). It is undeniable today that the Society of Jesus was essential for the 
development of scientific teaching in Europe between the sixteenth and 
eighteenth centuries. Although teaching was not one of the activities to 
which initially Saint Ignatius of Loyola and his fellow priests aimed to 
devote themselves to when they founded the Society of Jesus in 1540, it 
became a priority early on. Both the Jesuitical Constitutions and the Ratio 
Studiorum, besides the fundamental space dedicated to Philosophy and 
Theology, did not fail to highlight the importance of the study of natural 
sciences and mathematics.  
 The Class on the Sphere of the Jesuit College of Santo Antão was, in its 
day, the most significant learning institution of the scientific practice in 
Portugal, training scientific technicians which the country, at the height of 
the golden age of the Discoveries, needed.  
The social pedagogy demonstrated by the Jesuits through their teaching and 
the missionary efforts carried out in the farthest corners of the world was 
remarkable and a factor in enhancing their actions in all the settings where 
they developed their activities almost always with visibility and social 
impact. In the building of their nineteenth century colleges they also 
demonstrated a hygienic concern in keeping with the trends of the time 
(Brás, 2008). 
This was an Order which exerted significant dominance in the training of 
specialists for the European elite, besides having considerable influence with 
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kings, elites, in Europe, Asia, Africa and America. It was due to this vast 
network that it was possible for foreign Jesuits to lecture in the Class on the 
Sphere, also because many Jesuits, before becoming missionaries in the East 
came to Lisbon and visited the College of Santo Antão to explain the 
scientific novelties. 
In short: it is undeniable today that the Society of Jesus was essential to 
the development of the teaching of science in Europe between the sixteenth 
and the eighteenth centuries in Europe (Romeira & Leitão, 2012, p. 9). The 
strategy and the practice followed by the Jesuits served to project them in the 
scientific field, playing a prominent role in scientific education. As Rómulo 
de Carvalho had already mentioned, the Pombaline reforms hoisted the flag 
of modernity and freedom but what they actually did was cause a regression 
in the education system and scientific progress in Portugal (Carvalho, 1986). 
The Jesuits were not only pioneers and important in the scientific training of 
a great number of technicians, but they also gave us the opportunity of 
contacting with the more renowned foreign scientists of the time. In light of 
the data we worked on, we can state that the Jesuits assumed a place of 
prominence in the History of Science in Portugal. Not without reason, “the 
affection towards the Society of Jesus was an unchanging feeling in the 
Camilian canon” (Cabral, 1988, p. 487). The novelty of the article is: the 
Jesuits  developed the scientific knowledge and innovated teaching practices 
and curriculum (hygienism and physical education). Unlike the dominant 
idea, they were pioneers in the scientific and pedagogical domain 
 
 
Notes 
 
1 The Jesuits were expelled from the Portuguese territory in three moments: in 1759, by the 
Marquis of Pombal; in 1834, by Joaquim António de Aguiar within the scope of the 
restauration of liberalism; and in 1910, at the onset of the Republic, by the then Minister of 
Justice Afonso Costa. 
2 In the mid-nineteenth century, the College of Campolide (Lisbon) was founded (see Brás, 
Gonçalves & Robert, 2016) as well as that of Saint Fiel (Louriçal do Campo – Castelo 
Branco) (see Martins, 2006). 
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